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 Display corner :  

Different letters in English and Hindi , Numbers and concepts in Maths and different colours 

were introduced through display corners, where flash cards, real /toy objects related to the 

same are displayed. Children are given an opportunity to handle and explore the same. 

 

  

Aiming at the target : This activity was conducted to develop their gross motor skills and 

also to develop the concentration. Children were given a ball and they had to throw it at the 

pyramid of glass to break the pyramid. 

 

Felicitation of English Recitation Competition Winners : The winners of English 

Recitation competition were felicitated with a Merit certificate. 

 

 
  

 

 

Independence Day Activity : As a mark of Independence Day celebration, children 

decorated the classrooms with mobile hangings of tricolour. Children had coloured the 

mobile hangings in tricolour. 

 

 

 

 



Janmashtami Celebration :  Janmashtami was celebrated with great zeal and enthusiasm. 

Children were dressed as Radha and Krishna. Also Dahi handi was held during the 

celebration. 

 

 

 Jumping on Swar : To revise and reinforce the concepts taught. Here teacher calls out a 

swar and the child is asked to hop on the related swar in the box. 

 

 

Passing the Parcel: Fun game activity was conducted to help the children understand the 

importance of team spirit and working in groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

Rakshabandhan celebration and Rakhi making activity : Rakshabandhan and Rakhi 

making was celebrated. Children made Rakhis , which were sent to the soldier brothers. Girls 

also tied Rakhi to boys and boys gifted pencils to girls. 

 

 



Riddles and Puzzles : To develop their understanding of what is heard and to identify the 

objects with the help of clue given this fun activity was conducted. It helped to develop their 

memory and recalling skills. 

 

 

Role Play – My Ice-Cream Shop : To give the children opportunity to enact and speak in 

English Role Play – My Ice-Cream Shop wa conducted. It not only helped to develop the 

verbal skills but also helped to develop their imaginative skills. 

 

Singli Pingli : Children were asked to form a circle . Few children were indide the circle as 

lamb and one child was a Fox who was asking the children in circle to open the door. This 

helped to develop their verbal expression. 

 

 

 

 

 

Vegetable Market : To understand the concept of vegetables along with its colour, size, 

shape, taste and importance of eating healthy vegetables Role Play of Vegetable Market was 

conducted. Some children were dressed as vegetable vendors . 

 


